To the Editor

Trott and colleagues wrote an editorial [@b0005] on our manuscript in which we argue that in the absence of supportive pre-clinical or clinical data for using radiation therapy for viral pneumonia, the risks of low dose thoracic radiotherapy make clinical trials testing radiation therapy as a treatment for COVID-19 pneumonia unacceptable [@b0010]. Trott et al. concur with our interpretation of the available pre-clinical data testing low dose radiotherapy in animal models of viral pneumonia: "They really do not meet criteria of good experimental practice in radiation biology. The overall experimental design is flawed and the endpoints are poorly defined." It is deeply troubling that some [@b0015] have pointed to a review of these same pre-clinical data of radiation therapy for viral pneumonia as evidence to support a clinical trial of radiotherapy for COVID-19. Remarkably, these authors erroneously cited one of the pre-clinical studies as support for the concept of low dose radiotherapy for COVID-19, when in fact this study demonstrated that radiation therapy delivered to mice after inoculation of swine influenza virus had no effect on mortality [@b0020].

Trott et al. also agree that we "convincingly argue that there is no clinical evidence" to support the use of radiotherapy for COVID-19 pneumonia "that is compatible with the criteria that are required to provide evidence in current evidence-based medicine." However, they mischaracterize our argument by stating that this "is a futile point since there can be no such evidence as COVID-19 is a new disease that has never been treated before." Our point is not that there is no clinical evidence for treating COVID-19 patients with radiotherapy. Instead, we argue that the anecdotal clinical literature describing radiotherapy for any viral pneumonia shows no reliable evidence of benefit. Had any of these studies provided robust evidence to support the use of thoracic radiotherapy for any related viral pneumonia, then we would support a clinical trial of radiotherapy for COVID-19 pneumonia. This is not the case.

We also disagree with Trott et al. in their characterization of our risk estimates as appropriate for radiation protection rather than "medical exposure situations." The radiation risks are real to the individual patient receiving these kinds of medical exposures and must be weighed against an experimental therapy that has no convincing pre-clinical or clinical evidence of likely benefit. Indeed, others have recently made independent calculations of the risks of thoracic radiotherapy for COVID-19 pneumonia [@b0025]. In addition to the cogent radiobiological arguments that low dose radiotherapy could in fact exacerbate viral infection and worsen outcomes from COVID-19, Salomaa et al. estimate that 0.3 Gy--1 Gy of thoracic radiation to 100 patients would induce 0.6--4.4 excess lung cancers and 0.8--7.6 extra cardiovascular deaths [@b0025]. We agree with Salomaa and colleagues that these risks cannot be justified in a clinical trial of COVID-19 patients in the absence of either reliable pre-clinical or clinical data with any viral pneumonia to suggest benefit in the setting of COVID-19 pneumonia.

Finally, we disagree with Trott et al. that "the interested reader will still find it difficult to arrive at practical, clinically useful conclusions." For clinicians considering using thoracic radiotherapy for COVID-19 pneumonia, rather than relying on misleading reviews and unsupported conjecture [@b0015], they should read the primary literature of the two pre-clinical studies of using radiation therapy for viral pneumonia performed in the 1940's [@b0020], [@b0030]. Those leading clinical trials of thoracic radiotherapy for COVID-19 pneumonia and members of Institutional Review Boards and other bodies that determine whether these trials are ethical should read the anecdotal reports of using thoracic radiotherapy for viral pneumonia [@b0035] and reconsider whether the risks to patients of such clinical trials can be justified by the available scientific evidence. Instead of proceeding with exposing patients with COVID-19 to thoracic radiation therapy, proponents of such clinical trials should work with scientists to test low dose thoracic radiotherapy in pre-clinical experiments of SARS-CoV-2 infection in relevant models, such as transgenic mice expressing the human angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) [@b0040] or non-human primates [@b0045]. These pre-clinical studies are needed to generate efficacy data that could support exposing patients with COVID-19 to the risks of thoracic radiotherapy in ongoing and planned clinical trials.
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